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Objectives

• Describe the 3 zones of the arterial insertion method (AIM) and the benefits 

of a standardized ultrasound-guided placement.

• Discuss insertion considerations in radial arterial catheter placement.

• Review common mechanical complications associated with insertion and 

dwell.

• Review the importance of ultrasound use when applying AIM in practice.



Introduction

• Peripheral radial arterial catheter (RAC) insertion is a common procedure 

for critically ill patients requiring frequent blood sampling and continuous 

blood pressure monitoring.1

• There are clear advantages of ultrasound-guided arterial cannulation

– more effective in reducing complications,

– time to successful cannulation,

– reduced number of attempts,

– improved first-time success rates.2



• Evidence suggests that using palpation alone has a first-time success rate 

of less than 70% yet is still widely performed.3

• According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the radial 

artery is the first choice for arterial catheterization due to its superficial 

location and the presence of collateral blood supply to the hand by the 

ulnar artery.4



• Arterial catheter use in US intensive care units (ICUs) is 49.2% for patients 

undergoing mechanical ventilation and 51.7% for patients receiving 

vasopressors.5

• Arterial catheter failure is frequently described as

• loss of catheter function, 

• lack of blood return, 

• loss of variation and quality in the arterial waveform, 

• or catheter dislodgement.6



• The ESA guidelines confirms clear advantages of ultrasound-guided 

arterial cannulation since it has been shown to be more effective in 

reducing complications, time to successful cannulation, number of 

attempts, and overall first-time success rates.7



Challenges in RA cannulation

• May be difficult in patients with;

– obesity,

– atherosclerosis, 

– hematoma due to previous arterial punctures, 

– weak pulse,

– low systolic blood pressure.

• ⬆ puncture attempts = hematoma formation, spasm, intimal and nerve 
damage.

• Complications are frequently recognized after the procedure has been 
attempted.8



Supporting Evidence

A 2018 SR/MA of 12 RCTs confirmed; 

- increased first-time success rate with 

ultrasound compared to palpation-

guided access (P<.01)

- compared with manual palpation, USG-

arterial catheterizations were associated 

with decreased failure rates by almost 

50% (P=.012)8



• Kim et al., (2015) discussed regions of the wrist comprise three distinct 

palpation locations (PLs) that span 5 cm along the radial artery: Cun

(Chon), Guan (Gwan), and Chi (Cheok).9



Zones

Authors found that arm posture affected the artery depths at red (Cun) and 
yellow (Guan) zones; however, no dependence was found at the  green (Chi) 
zone or at the three non-palpable locations P1, P2, and P3.9



Vessel Depth and Size

Authors determined a greater stability at the non-palpable locations (P1,2,& 3), 

which improved the location for insertion and securement.9



• A prospective, non-randomized cohort study on 103 adult ICU patients.

• Majority of blind/palpation RACs were inserted 0 – 3.9 cm (77.5%), with USG 

catheters from 4 – 10 cm (84.4%).

• RACs inserted with USG 4 – 10 cm had a longer dwell time than those inserted 

blind (8.2 ± 7.5 vs 4.8 ± 7.3, P<.038).10



• More than one dressing 

per day was reported in 11 

RAC (10.7%), all in the area 

0 – 3.9 cm group; catheters 

inserted from 

4 – 10 cm group did not 

require any supplemental 

dressing changes.10



• Systematic approach to aid arterial catheter insertion with ultrasound 

guidance to improve the procedural approach.11

• The process ensures appropriate choice of zone selection to optimize 

catheter performance, similar to the Zone Insertion Method (ZIM) 12

• AIM outlines the segmented region of the radial artery to include depth, 

size, and zone.11



AIM zones

Moving the insertion site proximally >4 cm from the wrist crease into the 

green zone may reduce mechanical complications, preserve catheter 

performance and improve dwell times.11

← 1-4 cm →



Vessel Depth

• Longitudinal & transverse 

views of red, yellow, and green 

zones, correlating to tape 

measurements.

• Use of US may be more difficult 

in the red and yellow zones 

due to superficial vessel 

position.11



Take Home Summary

• The standardization of USG in arterial catheterization promotes vessel 

health and patient safety through device and site optimization.

• The AIM approach reduces variation in practice and promotes the use of 

US as a standard for radial arterial catheter insertion.

• Focus is on catheter performance, reduction in mechanical failures, and 

enhanced dressing adherence and securement which improves dwell 

times.



Take Home Summary

• Segmenting the forearm into the AIM zones for ultrasound-guided 

insertion may increase the reliability of hemodynamic monitoring 

parameters due to optimized arterial flows, improved vessel size, and 

superior device functionality.

• The AIM is a simple, reproducible, systematic evaluation that may be 

utilized to reduce variation in practice and promote the use of ultrasound 

as a standard for the insertion of radial arterial catheters.
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